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of viruses.[Epidemiological study of

2,173 human cases of monkeypox in
northern Algeria]. Few studies have
investigated monkeypox in Algeria;
in this study, epidemiological and

clinical data were collected on 2,173
cases of human monkeypox, in north
Algeria, between January 2001 and
November 2002. Forty-two percent
of the cases were hospitalized. Case
fatality rate reached 2.2%. The cases

were identified in rural areas,
particularly in Berber communities.

Males and females were equally
represented. Cases were clustered in

24 villages. Following the 2003
outbreak, 175 cases were reported;
no particular person is at risk for the
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current outbreak.Q: How to get the
option of the day to appear as a drop
down? I'm doing a timer module that
has options for the day, such as first

shift, second shift, etc. How do I
make them show up in drop down

menus? A: I'm not sure how you are
getting the option into the dropdown,
but if you just need to display them
in a list, you can use the following

code in the controller to populate the
drop down with a list of day names:

// This will create a list of all the days
of the month $Days =

range("Sunday", "Saturday"); // Add
a default option at the beginning

$Days[] = "Sunday"; // Sort the days
arsort($Days); // Use a foreach loop

to create the dropdown
foreach($Days as $day){ // Build the
option and label $dayTitle = date("l",
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strtotime($day)); $dayOption
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